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       SHIPMATES ON ETERNAL PATROL 
Harry Wellman CS1 (SS)     Harry Sembagh EN3 (SS) 

Melvin Phillips  ET1 (SS)     Boyd Tieslau  TM3 (SS) 

Russel Scofield  TMCS (SS) Robert Rich  EN1 (SS) 

Donald Campbell  TM2 (SS)  Francis Signore  CSC (SS) 

Harold Lister   EN3 (SS)      Stanley Blair ICC (SS) 

James Avitt RM1 (SS)   Richard Burdette LT. (SS) 

Charles H. Massie TM1 (SS)   Wayne F. Garrett ET2 (SS) 

Elvin L. Morrison FTC (SS)       Larry Garrelts ETCS(SS) 

Erick Bjorum  CWO(SS)       Melvin Schreckengost ET2 

Norm Snyder  EM1(SS)       Charles Hyman MM2(SS) 

James T. Wright III      Gordon Lane  RMC(SS) 

Chester E. MacDowell  TMI (SS)        Edwin V. Schalbert  TMC (SS) 

Jerry D. Noma  MM2(SS)     Richard Ekenberg , ETC(SS)  

Gerald Stratton   ENC(SS)  Richard C. Barringer  SOSN(SS) 

Meetings are held on the first Saturday Of each month at Denny’s  

Coffee  Shop, 205 E. Nugget Ave. Sparks NV  At 1400 hours. 
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            MAL                                 MAL                     Assistant Chaplain      Past Base Commander 

Dave Aunkst 
883-7276 
Mdaun.nv@att.net 

Dennis Wiley 
972-0388 
mdvwiley@sbcglobal.net 

Pete Akerson 
856-2109 
peteakerson@hotmail.com 

Don Brown 
853-5309 
donbrownss322@sbcglobal.net 

Bob Heaps 
424-6829 
renoheaps@yahoo.com 

Paul Allen 
882-7971 
pmgjallen1@att.net 

Norm Peterson 
322-5193 
1971tr6@charter.net 

Terry Bolen 
575-0289 
tbolen2000@yahoo.com 

MarkHogan 
867-3304 
hogank@msn.com 

Marcedes Parsons 
626-0352 
wp347@sbcglobal.net 

Dan Moran 
853-1126 
morank61@hotmail.com 

     Our Creed 

To perpetuate the memory of our Shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of their 
duties while serving their country. 

That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation 
toward greater accomplishments.  

Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America and its Constitution. 

Robert Talbert 
771-7811 
retalbert@gmail.com 
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The second meeting of the year was again well-attended.  We had one guest and a new member- 
Bill Conklin from Fallon.   He is a retired MMCM and qualified on the BARB in 1964.  All of the mem-
bers present in turn introduced themselves.  It was announced by Chaplain Paul Allen, that the fam-
ily of Chester MacDowell, sent a thank-you note to the Base together with a donation.  It was a great 
gesture, and was in remembrance of Chester’s departing on Eternal Patrol (EP) a year ago this 
month.    

This month on February 12th  was the Corvina Base’s 14th anniversary.  The Base was founded in 
2000, largely through the efforts of Don Brown and Jim Avitt (EP).  After the Reno USSVI convention 
in 1999, it was decided that there were enough submariners in the area to start a local Base.  There 
were originally 32 Plank Owners, many of which are still active today.  The name Covina was picked 
because the Submarine Veterans of WWII assigned the USS Corvina (SS-226) as the “Nevada 
State Boat”.  As you know, there were 52 boats lost during WWII, and to memorialize them, one lost 
boat was assigned to each State and two to New York and California.  Currently we have 90 mem-
bers, unfortunately we just lost about 10 members due to non-payment of dues.  I am planning to 
attempt to get a Bill introduced at the 2015 Nevada State Legislature, to designate the USS Corvina 
as the official Nevada State boat.  I don’t know if it will “fly”, but we have 22 other official Nevada 
State Emblems: flower, bird, insect, fossil, tartan, reptile, locomotive, soil, rock, etc.  It’s worth a 
shot; make ready tubes number 1 and 2. 

Remember to support the Nevada Blue Star Mothers with the welcoming of arriving troops at the 
Reno Airport as they are announced.  Also, try to attend the Lunch Bunches, on the third Fridays; 
the sea stories are always good.  See you at next meeting-  the bigger the attendance, the bigger 
the raffle prize! 

———————————————————————————————————————————— 

WORD PROBLEMS 

1.If you roll snake eyes eight times in a row with the same pair of dice, what is the chance of rolling 
snake eyes on your ninth roll? 

Pretty good! The dice are obviously loaded. 

2.Suppose you are on an elevator on the 16th floor of a building, when the cable breaks. As you 
plummet toward the ground, you recall that you once heard that by jumping up fast at the instant of 
impact, you can escape death. You also recall that the floors are twelve feet apart and that the ac-
celeration of a falling object is 32 feet per second squared. When should you jump? 

You would impact between the 2nd and 3rd second after the cable broke, so you would want 
to jump 2 seconds after the break. However, considering the calculations involved, you 
would probably end up as a heap of screaming bloody mess at the bottom of the elevator 
shaft before you figured the answer out. Besides, there's no telling if jumping really works. 
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The meeting was called to order by Commander Aunkst at 1400, as COB Heaps once again was able 
to sound two blasts on the klaxon.  After an Invocation by Chaplain Paul Allen, the Pledge of alle-
giance, reading of the USSVI Creed, Tolling of the Bell Ceremony and moment of silent prayer for all 
departed fellow submariners, shipmates, friends and family took place in their usual order.  There 
were 27 members and guests present.  New member Tom Bonner and prospective new member Jim 
Elledge introduced themselves followed by introductions from all members present. 

The Minutes of the January meeting were accepted as published in the Newsletter. 

Recruiter and Vice Commander Dennis Wiley reports that he is continuing his efforts to find more new 
members as evidenced by this meeting’s attendance. 

Secretary Pete Akerson reports no new mail that requires any action by the Base. 

Robert Talbert is now our official Treasurer, and he and outgoing Treasurer Don Brown report that the 
Base remains in very sound financial condition. 

Chaplain Paul Allen reports no additions to the Binnacle List. 

Newsletter Editor Norm Peterson reports no new problems or concerns for the Newsletter or Website. 

The February ‘Lunch Bunch’ gathering will be at Pho Garden Restaurant at 440 N. Virginia on Febru-
ary 21 at 1130. 

The Corvina submarine model has been moved from the VA Hospital to the Sparks Museum. 

Corvina Base will not be participating in the Armed Forces Day parade in Hawthorne this year. 

After a brief recess for personal relief and ticket sales, the monthly 50/50 raffle/drawing was held with 
the following results:    Car Magnet – Wes Rece    Tequila – Marcedes Parsons    Knife – Terry Bolen    
Calendar – Frank Kenyon    Handmade Throw – Terry Bolen    Car Magnet – Dave Aunkst    Wine – 
Frank Urbani    Knife – Norm Peterson    Brandy – Dale Poe    The $51.00 cash prize went to Wayne 
Levie. 

After a Benediction by Chaplain Allen,  the meeting closed at 1435 as COB Heaps was able to sound 
three blasts on the klaxon without assistance. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Pete Akerson, Secretary  
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Rumor has it the base is solvent and still has money.  

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BINNACLE LIST 

Oscar Rambeau:  Oscar is showing a big improvement.  Evidently there were times when things were at a crisis stage but he pulled 
through with the help of doctors and God.  There is still a lengthy time ahead with physical therapy but we were told that Oscar is 
determined to recover.  His mind is alert if only the body will cooperate now.  Oscar was not in the hospital very long because in 
Mexico they send you home early, with doctors and nurses attending the patient at home.  Keep the Bubble , Oscar! 

Lowell Wapelhorst:  Four days before Christmas I went to the assisted living facility “The Lodge” in Carson City to visit Corvina 
Base member and WWII submarine veteran, Lowell Wapelhorst.  Lowell will soon be 88 years old and suffers 
from the effects of COPD but is assisted by an oxygen concentrator and medications.  For a Christmas present 
we went to the Gold Dust West coffee shop and had bacon, eggs (sunny-side up), hash-browns, rye toast, and 
coffee.  This is his favorite breakfast.  All the waitresses that knew Lowell came over, hugged him, said Merry 
Christmas and said they missed him.  There’s no doubt that it was the highlight of his Christmas since he was 
to have no other visitors before Christmas. 

While eating we did discuss, with a lot of questions from me, about his experience at the end of WWII.  After 
the war Lowell was attached to the submarine tender USS Euryale (AS-22) which was assigned to Sasebo, Ja-
pan to oversee the disposal of the Japanese submarines.  That’s why this story is being told.  Recently in early 
December 2013, there was a news story about the discovery of the sunken Japanese sub I 400 off the west of 

Hawaii.  Lowell was part of the crew that sailed the I 400 and I 401 from Sasebo to Pearl Harbor escorted by the USS Euryale.  Before 
taking the Japanese subs to sea Lowell and another boat engineman were flown on a Mariner Seaplane to another Japanese port 
where they collected all the spare diesel parts they could collect, loaded them on two railroad flatcars and road the whole works 
back to Sasebo where it was all transferred to the USS Euryale.  

On the last leg of the trip all the engines on one of the boats refused to run and had to 
be towed by the Euryale to Pearl Harbor.  Lowell said the diesel engines, which he oper-
ated, were made of low grade steel and hard to keep running.  He said that trying to 
torque a head down would strip the threads. .  After the U.S. engineers went through the 
subs to see how they were constructed to carry and launch airplanes they were used 
for target practice.  The USS Trumpetfish (SS-425) torpedoed the I 400 and the USS Se-
gundo (SS-398) took out the I 401.   
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The Russians had informed the U.S. that they were coming to inspect these boats also, is the reason why the U.S. disposed of them, 
hence the beginning of the cold war.  Out of this research the U.S. built the USS Grayback and the USS Growler to carry and launch 
Regulus Missiles before the development of the Polaris Missile submarine.  So one of our own, Lowell Wapelhorst, had a part in 
recently renewed history.   The Japanese sub sailors dumped all the airplanes in the ocean before coming into port at Sasebo to 
prevent the U.S. from procuring them but one plane was found at the factory and is now at the National Air and Space Museum in 

Washington D.C.  

The I 400 was 390 feet long, carried 3 airplanes, a crew of 144 men, and a test depth of 330 feet.  
If they had been used for war, their targets were to be the locks of the Panama Canal and large 
U.S. coastal cities.  Thank you, Lowell, for your service to the freedom of the USA!  A couple of 
pictures attached show the I400 at sea and one tied up at Pearl Harbor next to the USS Baya (SS-
318).  For all of you boat sailors that learned a little Japanese “Okii Sensuikan (Big Submarine)”. 

A note about WWII and submarines.  I have a friend in an assisted living facility in Reno that I visit every few weeks.  He was in the 
US Army at Guadalcanal and the invasion at Leyte, PI. but remembers very well the US Navy transport ship that took them to the S. 
Pacific.  Sometimes they would get an enemy submarine warning and it was fearful to be holed up in the belly of their transport 
ship.  Happy Birthday to Roy on St. Patrick’s Day.  He will be 100 years old and will read this newsletter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

=========================================================================================================== 

Profile:   

This month we will honor Army Staff Sergeant Daniel Friedline (E-6) son of Corvina Base 
member Rod and Rebecca Friedline of Carson City, NV.  In high school, Daniel was a 
member of the U.S. Naval Sea Cadets and then enlisted in the U.S. Army.  He and his 
wife, Alexandra live on the Fort Bragg Army Base, NC “Home of the Airborne and Special 
Operations Forces”.  Daniel and Alexandra were guests at our Dec. 2013 Corvina Base 
Christmas Banquet where Daniel gave an informative talk about his experiences in the 
Army and his two tours in Afghanistan.  Daniel also graduated from jump master school 
and met all the requirements for the senior parachutist badge.  He was awarded the Pur-
ple Heart Medal for wounds received in action when an IED explosive blew up under his 
vehicle on his 2013 tour in Afghanistan and was also awarded the Bronze Star for excep-
tional meritorious service as a squad leader in support of operation Enduring Freedom.  
Included is the narrative for that award:   

Staff Sergeant Daniel Friedline , United States Army, distinguished himself by exceptionally meritorious service as a Squad Leader, 
57th Sapper Company, 8th Engineer Battalion, United States Forces-Afghanistan, Kabul, Afghanistan from 15 February 2013 to 04 
November 2013 during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.  SSG Friedline demonstrated outstanding skill, knowledge, and leadership 
in commanding the lead gun truck during over 90 combat missions, to include over 500 mission-hours of route clearance opera-
tions.  SSG Friedline’s technical expertise and unwavering commitment to mission accomplishment were invaluable in providing 
assured mobility for the Afghan National Security Force (ANSF) and International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) Soldiers opera-
tion in Logar Province, Afghanistan.  
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.  SSG Friedline cleared over 5,500 culverts contributing greatly to the success of each mission, and never hesitated to take the lead 
on the most dangerous routes.  While on patrol and conducting clearance using dismounted personnel, SSG Friedline assumed 
control of communicating and coordination with Battle Space Owners, Air Weapons Teams, Close Air 
Support, and Combined Arms Maneuver Elements.  He exhibited an ability to make sound decisions under 
extremely stressful conditions, and superb leader- ship that helped save the lives of his fellow Soldiers.  As 
the mounted squad leader and electronic warfare specialist, SSG Friedline was responsible for over 15 
million dollars of mission-essential equipment.  He led his 11-man squad in clearing 4,500 kilometers of haz-
ardous, but vital retrograde and resupply routes of improvised explosive devices.  The technical expertise, 
unwavering commitment to mission accomplish- ment, and selfless care that he provided for his squad in 
a stressful environment proved to be invaluable.  His knowledge of the route clearance equipment, elec-
tronic warfare systems, and other improvised ex- plosive device reducing enablers allowed the route clear-
ance patrol to complete missions effectively and safely.  Staff Sergeant Friedline’s actions are in keeping 
with the finest traditions of military service and reflect great credit upon himself, the United States 
Forces-Afghanistan, and the United States.  

Thank you, Daniel and Alexandra for your service to our country. 

=========================================================================================================== 

Scripture and Prayer:  “Psalm 18:30 “As for God, His way is perfect; the Word of the Lord is flawless.  He is a shield for all who take 
refuge in Him.”   Almighty God, We pray for the Corvina families that have need of your help and healing.  Thank you for watching 
over them and also for keeping Daniel safe.  Also, Lord we want to thank you for the freedom we enjoy in this country and for your 
blessings on us.  Amen! 

Correction:  In the Jan. newsletter I said that a staff sergeant in the U.S. Air Force was an E-6  but was corrected that in the Marines 
and Army E-6 is correct but in the Air Force a staff sergeant is an E-5.    

Paul Allen, Corvina Base Chaplain  

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

FEBRUARY 

1- Base Meeting 1400hrs 

12- Corvina Base 14th Anniversary 

21- Lunch Bunch 1130hrs 

25- BOD Meeting 0900hrs 

 

MARCH 

1- Base Meeting 1400hrs 

21- Lunch Bunch 1130hrs 

Birthday  List 
MARCH 

4 Michael Lee 

9 Paul Young 

10 Dennis Wiley II 

18 William Desormier 

23 Jim Weaver 

29 Terry Critchett 
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This from Paul Allen 

Shipmates and Chaplains, 

Received this from a friend and passing it on. I thought it was very good. 

Ray Fritz, National Chaplain USSVI 

  

Ever A Submariner  

 I liked popping the hatch at the top of the sail (submarine’s bridge) at sunrise and being the first to savor the 
scent of fresh air for the first time in 8 weeks… watching dolphins race in the bow wave on the way back 
home to Pearl… the tear-drop hull of the boat beneath me silently slicing through the sea.  

 I liked the sounds of the submarine service (sounds that we alone could hear, as we were the Silent Service 
where others were concerned) – the ascending whine of the dive alarm sounding, and the haunting echos of 
“Cayooogah, cayooogah… Dive! Dive!” from the boats yesteryear, the gruff voice of a Chief headed aft… 
“Down ladder; Make a Hole!”, the indescribable creaking sound of hull-steel compressing at depths that re-
main classified to this day. 

 I was impressed with Navy vessels – bracketed in the aperture of Periscope #2, the crosshairs gently rising 
and falling across their silhouette on the horizon, while obtaining range, bearing and angle off the bow.  

 I liked the names of proud boats of every class, from the “pig boats” of WWI to the sea creatures of WWII, 
like Barbel, Dorado, Shark and Seawolf, and the Cold War boats that bore with honor the names of these 
and 48 others that are “Still on Patrol.” Boats honoring national heroes, statesmen and presidents: Washing-
ton, Madison, Franklin and more. Whole classes of boats honoring cities and states: Los Angeles, Ohio and 
Virginia.  

 I liked the tempo of opposed piston diesels and the “pop” in your ears when equalizing to atmospheric when 
the head valve first opens to ventilate and snorkel. I miss the “thrill” of riding an emergency blow from test 
depth to the top at a nice steep bubble.  

 I enjoyed seeing places I’d only dreamed of, and some of which I’d heard from my grandfather who had 
seen them under very different circumstances and conditions… places like Pearl Harbor, Guam, Truk Island 
and Subic and Tokyo Bays. 

 I admired the teamwork of loading ships stores, the “brow-brigade” from pier to boat, and lowering them ver-
tically through a 24” hatch to the galley below. I relished the competition of seeing who could correctly guess 
how many days underway before the fresh eggs and milk ran out and powder prevailed upon us henceforth. 

 I loved my “brothers,” each and every one, whether their dolphins were gold or silver and regardless of rate 
or rank. We shared experiences that bonded us evermore, and knew each other’s joys, pains, strengths and 
weaknesses. We listened to and looked out for each other. We shared precious little space in which to live 
and move and work, and we breathed, quite literally, the same recycled air.  
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After weeks in cramped quarters, my heart leapt at the command, “Close All Main Vents; Commence Low 
Pressure Blow; Prepare to Surface; Set the Maneuvering Watch.” When safely secured along the pier, the 
scent of my sweetheart’s hair evaporated the staleness emanating from my dungarees. 

 Exhausting though it was, I even liked the adrenaline rush of endless drills, and the comfort in the knowl-
edge that any dolphin-wearing brother had cross-trained just like I had… not only on basic damage control, 
but to the point of having a basic working knowledge of every system on the boat, such that when real emer-
gencies inevitably arose, the response was so automatic and efficient they were almost anti-climactic. 

 I liked the eerie sounds of “biologics” through the sonar headphones, the strange songs of the sea in the 
eternal night below the surface of the deep blue seas. I liked the darkness – control room rigged for red or 
black, the only illumination that of the back-lights compass and gauges of the helm and myriad of buttons 
and indicator lights across the BCP. I liked the gentle green glow of the station screens in the Sonar Shack 
and Fire Control. I grew to like coffee, the only way to stay awake in the numbing darkness of the Control 
Room with the constant rocking of the boat during countless hours at periscope depth. 

 I liked “sliders” and “lumpia” and pizza at “Mid-rats” at the relieving of the watch. I liked the secure and cozy 
feeling of my rack, my humble little “den,” even when it was still warm from the body-heat of the guy who just 
relieved me of the watch. 

 I liked the controlled chaos of the Control Room, with the Officer of the Deck, Diving Officer and Chief of the 
Watch receiving and repeating orders; the sound of Sonar reporting: “Con-Sonar: New Contact, submerged, 
designated: Sierra 1, bearing: 0-1-0, range: 1-0-0-0 yards, heading 3-5-0, speed: 1-5 knots, depth: 4-0-0’.” 

 I liked the rush of “Man Battlestations; Rig for Quiet” announced over the 1MC, and the “outside of my rate” 
role I played as CEP plotter during war games, and later… SpecOps – the window to another world that I 
was allowed to peer through… the tactics, stealth and tenacity of our Captain making prompt and purposeful 
decisions to see us safely and successfully through the mission. 

 I appreciated the fact that I was a 19 year old kid, entrusted with operating some of the most sophisticated 
equipment in the entire world, and the challenge of doing those tasks in a 33’ x 360’ steel tube, several hun-
dred feet below the surface, in potentially hostile waters. 

 I admired the traditions of the Silent Service, of Men of Iron in Boats of Steel, where you were just a NUB 
until you were “Qualified” and had EARNED the respect of the Officers and crew. I revered past heroes like 
inventor John Philip Holland and innovator Hyman G. Rickover. Such men and those that followed, both Offi-
cer and Enlisted, set precedents to follow, standards to uphold, and examples of bravery and self-sacrifice 
like the world has seldom seen. We were taught to honor these traditions. Somewhere far below the ocean’s 
surface, I became a man… and not just any man. I became… a Submariner. 

 Decades now have come and gone since last I went to sea. The years have a way of dimming things, like 
looking at the past through a smoky mirror. I went, as many others, my separate way… raised a family, and 
moved on… but a part of me, my Sailor’s Soul, will always be underway… somewhere… in the darkness, in 
the deep, making turns for twenty knots and a pushing a hole through the water. 

Written By:    Jody Wayne Durham, MM2/SS   USS Los Angeles (SSN-688), ’85 – ‘88 
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Submarine Day 
 

When : Always April 17th or March 17th 

Submarine Day.... does it celebrate the submersible boat, or the big hero sandwich? Most everywhere you 
find documentation on this day, it hails today as a day to celebrate the submarine boat. And, we would cele-
brate this event on April 17th, as the U.S. Submarine Force was established on this date in 1900. 

Enjoy Submarine Day by watching movies featuring them. Or, read a book about submarines. If you live 
near a naval museum, take a drive to see a submarine today, and if allowed, go aboard. 

If you work at a deli, it's perfectly okay to celebrate Submarine Day with a hero submarine of your choice. If 
you own the deli, give us a deal and run a Submarine Day special. And in this case, celebrate Submarine 
Day.on March 17th. 

Question: What is the world's most well known submarine? It's the Yellow Submarine, written and recorded 
by the Beatles. 

Some images of floats in St Patrick Day parades: 
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Classifieds 
The following business have generously donated to defray the costs of 

printing and distributing the Corvina Base Newsletter. 

Please consider using them if you need one of their services and 

let them know you saw it in the newsletter.   
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Russell Noragon  MMC (SS) 

USS Segundo SS-398 

Qual Date 1963 

James Tiernan  QMC(SS) 

USS Irex SS-482 

Qual Date 1958 

Frank Urbani  EN2 (SS) 

USS Gudgeon SS-567 

Qual Date 1958 

Lowell Wapelhorst  MOMM2(SS) 

USS Angler SSK-240 

Qual Date 1944 

Clyde Webber  ETNSN (SS) 

USS Trumpefish SS-425 

Qual Date 1954 

Phillip Zeddies  ENFN (SS) 

USS Caiman SS-323 

Qual Date 1960 

Richard Dentino  EM3 (SS) 

USS Tigrone SS-419 

Qual Date 1955 

Paul Allen  EN1 (SS) 

USS Blackfin (SS-322) 

Qual Date  1963 

Bruce Hedrick  EM2 (SS) 

USS Sea Dragon SS-584 

Qual Date 1961 

Joseph Casten  EM3 (SS) 

USS Baya AGSS-318 

Qual Date 1954 

Dave Craig  ETC (SS) 

USS Croaker SS-246 

Qual Date 1961 

Terry Critchett  EM3 (SS) 

USS Bluegill SS-242 

Qula Date 1955 

Donald Johnson  RMC (SS) 

USS Charr SS-328 

Qual Date 1958 

James Jordan  TMSN (SS) 

USS Toro SS-422 

Qual Date 1948 

Frank Kenyon  EM3 (SS) 

USS Skate SS-305 

Qual Date 1944 

Arthur Akerson  LCDR 

USS Carbonero SS-337 

Qual Date 1949 

Gerald Baer  ENFN (SS) 

USS Charr SS-328 

Qual Date 1959 

Richard Barringer  SOSN (SS) 

USS Bang SS-385 

Qual Date 1952 

Walter Lewis  IC1 (SS) 

USS Rasher SS-269 

Qual Date 1961 

Frank Lipera  EM2 (SS) 

USS Greenfish SS-351 

Qual Date 1960 

Kenneth Anderson  EMC (SS) 

USS Perch USS-313 

Qual Date 1963 

 

Holland Club members are those submarine veterans of USSVI 
(United States Submarine Veterans, Inc.) that qualified on a   
submarine 50 or more years ago.  When qualified, a sailor earns 
the right to wear, and responsibility of, the dolphin insignia of 
submarine service.  
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William Parsons  RM1 (SS) 

USS Thresher SS-200 

Qual Date 1941 

Jack Quade  SN (SS) 

USS Skipjack SS-184 

Qual Date 1943 

Primo Quarisa  EN3 (SS) 

USS Aspro SS-309 

Qual Date 1952 

Oscar Rambeau  Qm3 (SS) 

USS Carp SS-338 

Qual Date 1954 

James Saunders  SOS3 (SS) 

USS Greenfish SS-351 

Qual Date 1960 

Dennis Wiley   E9  MMCM(MDV/SS/SW  

USS Medregal (SS-480) 

Qual Date 1963 

David Aunkst  ET1 (SS) 

       USS Rasher SS-269 

       Qual Date  1962 

 Rod Friedline  STS1 (SS) 

     USS Pomfret  SS-391 

      Qual  Date   1962 

 Gabriel Fretias  SK3 (SS) 

    USS Wahoo SS-565 

     Qual  Date   1962 

Albert Skidmore  YN2 (SS) 

USS Diodon SS-349 

Qual Date 1947 

Herbert Starmer  HMC (SS) 

USS Cobia SS-245 

Qual Date 1944 

Leonard Stefanelli  QM3 (SS) 

USS Catfish SS-339 

Qual Date 1954 

     Harry Cousins  LT 

  USS Chopper SS-342 

   Qual  Date  1962 

 Norman Peterson  IC2 (SS) 

    USS Growler  SSG-577 

     Qual   Date   1962 

 Robert Heaps  IC2 (SS) 

   USS Grampus SS-523 

    Qual Date  1962 

Lionel Schmidt  STS1 (SS) 

USS Seafox SS-402 

Qual Date 1955 

Jon Schoenfeld  ET2 (SS) 

USS Sea Cat SS-399 

Qual Date 1960 

Delmar Schwichtenberg  CWO3 (SS) 

USS O6 SS-67 

Qual Date 1941 

Kenneth McCray  EN1 (SS) 

USS Blackfin SS-322 

Qual Date 1951 

Daniel Moran  EN3 (SS) 

USS Jallao SS-368 

Qual Date 1959 

Raoul Noland  EM2 (SS) 

USS Trutta SS-421 

Qual Date 1945 

Holland Club Members  (cont) 

 

No 

Patch 

Bill Desormier  SK3 (SS) 

USS Plunger SSN-595 

Qual Date 1963 

Wayne Levie  SN (SS) 

USS  Bashaw AGSS-241 

Qual Date 1963 

Elmer Hopson 

USS Pomfret SS-391 

Qual Date 1963 
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Holland Club Members  (cont) 

 James   Gibson  LCDR(SS) 

     USS  Conger  SS-477 

        Qual  Date   1949 

 Thomas Bonner  IC22 (SS) 

     USS  Bonita SSK-3 

      Qual Date 1958 


